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SUPPLEMENTAL REHEARING TESTIMONY O F LANE KOLLEN

1

Q.

Please state your name and business address.

2

A.

My name is L,ane Kollen. My business address is J. Keiuiedy and Associates, Inc.

3

(“Kennedy and Associates”), 570 Colonial Park Drive, Suite 305, Roswell,

4

Georgia 30075.

5

Q.

Have you previously filed testimony in this proceeding?

6

A.

Yes.

I filed Direct Testimony suininarizing ICITJC’s recoinmendations and

7

addressing specific revenue requirement issues. In addition, I filed Rehearing

8

Testimony addressing incremental rate case expense and depreciation on

9

construction work in progress (“CWIP”).

10

Q.

What is the purpose of your Supplemental Rehearing Testimony?

11

A.

The purpose of my testimony is to address whether the depreciation rates

12

approved in the Commission’s November 17, 201 1 Order should be corrected and

13

modified to reflect the depreciation rates proposed by KITJC. The Commission

14

directed the parties to address this issue through additional testimony in its April

15

12,2012 Order in this proceeding.
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Q.

Please summarize your testimony.

2

A.

I recoininend that the Coinmission correct and modify the Company’s

3

depreciation rates to reflect the depreciation rates proposed by KIUC tlwougli the

4

Direct Testiinoiiy of Mr. Charles King, its depreciation witness in this proceeding.

5

These depreciation rates are shown on Revised Schedule 1 of Exhibit

6

in column (2) attached to Mr. Icing’s Direct Testimony. I have attached a copy of

7

Mr. IGiig’s depreciation rates as my Supplemental Rehearing Exhibit

CWK-1

(LK- 1).

8

In its November 17, 2011 Order, the Commission found that the

9

depreciation study presented by KIUC constituted “credible evidence” in support

10

of ICIUC’s proposed depreciation rates,’ but nevertheless adopted Big Rivers’

11

proposed depreciation rates.

12

The depreciation rates developed and sponsored by Mr. Icing correctly

13

reflect the service lives for tlie Company’s generating units determined by Big

14

Rivers’ management and reported to the Rural Utilities Service (“RUS”), the

15

Company’s largest creditor.2 In contrast, the depreciation rates developed for the

16

Company by Burns & McDoiiiiell (“BMD”) and sponsored by Mr. Ted Kelly

17

reflect shorter service lives that are not supported by tlie evidence. The average

18

service lives developed by Mr. King also reflect the same interim retirement data

19

used by Mr. Kelly in the BMD study, including the simulated data for the period

20

when the generating units were not owned by Big Rivers.

21

In addition, I recommend that the Coininission reject the Company’s

1 KPSC Order p. 20.

2 King Direct Testimony at p. 1 1.
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attack on tlie KIUC depreciation rates set forth by Mr. Kelly in his Rebuttal

2

Testimony and his fiindameiitally flawed “revisions” to Mr. King’s depreciation

3

rates. His revisions are not consistent with iionnal depreciation practice.

4

Q.

What is the effect of your recommendation?

5

A.

The ICIUC depreciation rates will reduce depreciation expense and the revenue

6

requirement by $5.851 million. This quantification is based on the difference in

7

tlie KIUC depreciation rates coinpared to the present depreciation rates applied to

8

the gross plant in service at October 3 1, 2010, the end of the historic test year. It

9

does not include the effects of the depreciation rates applied to any amount of

10

CWIP at October 3 1, 2010, consistent with the Commission’s determination that

11

all CWIP should be excluded from the computation of depreciation expense. The

12

coinputations are detailed on my Supplemental Rehearing Exhibit-(LK-2).

13

Q.

What effect will your recommendation have on Big Rivers?

14

A.

Initially, there will be no effect on the Company’s margins, although it will

15

reduce the Company’s cash flow. When rates are reset, there is a matching of the

16

Company’s costs with revenues. Thus, the reduction in depreciation expense will

17

be matched with a reduction in revenues and there will be no effect on the

18

Company’s margins, TIER, DSC, or MFIR, all else equal.

19

Subsequently, as gross plant in service increases, there will be a beneficial

20

effect on the Company’s margins coinpared to the present depreciation rates. The

21

KIUC depreciation rates are lower than the present depreciation rates. Thus, the

22

depreciation expense on capital additions since the end of the test year in this
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proceeding will be less than if the present depreciation rates are affiined. The

2

reduction in depreciation expense will improve the Company’s iriargins until the

3

Company’s base rates are reset in the future, all else equal.

4

Q.

5
6

What did the Commission’s November 17,2011 Order conclude with respect
to the remaining service lives used in Big Rivers’ depreciation study?

A.

On page 20 of the Order the Cotninission stated:
As we analyze the evidence, we concur with the depreciation experts that
the retnairiirig service lives of Big Rivers’ assets are essentially estimates
based 011 past patterns of retirements, in addition to assutnptioiis of the
remaining number of plant operating hours arid the probability of plant life
extensions. hi this instance, our review of the record indicates that both
Big Rivers and KIUC have presented credible evidence in support of their
respective positions on the retnairiiiig service lives and proposed
depreciation rates. However, due to the problem of early retirements
experienced by Big Rivers since the closing of the Unwind Transaction,
there is a clear need to utilize shorter service lives. For that reason, we
will approve and authorize Big Rivers’ use, on a going-forward basis, of
the depreciation rates proposed in its application.

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Q.

Do you agree with the Order that Big Rivers “presented credible evidence in

21

support” of its position on the remaining service lives and proposed

22

depreciation rates?

23

A.

No. The record shows that there were nuinerous inconsistencies and inaccuracies

24

in the BMD depreciation study and incorporated in the Company’s depreciation

25

rates. The Big Rivers’ depreciation rates are not reasonable.

26

Q.

Please describe the inconsistency between the service lives used in the BMD

27

study and the service lives Big Rivers management provided to Mr. Kelly

28

and to the RUS.
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A.

Mr. Kelly generally used shorter remaining service lives than he was provided by

2

Big Rivers’ management based on the probable retirement dates for the

3

generating units. In the narrative section of the BMD study, Mr. Kelly reported

4

the probable retirement dates provided by Big Rivers’ management. Instead of
simply using these probably retirement dates to deteiiriirie the service lives, Mr.
Kelly developed a range of remaining service lives for each of Big Rivers’
generating units based on various other assumptions, including remaining
operating hours and the probability of plant life extensions.
Mr. Kelly then subjectively combined this infomation for each generating

10

unit and translated it into the remaining lives for each plant account shown in

11

Table ES-I in the BMD depreciation study. Mr. Kelly chose remaining lives at

12

the low end of the ranges for each account. Mr. Kelly relied in part on the simple

13

averages and mW weighted averages of the remaining lives for each generating

14

unit to determine the remaining lives for the gross plant investment in plant

15

accounts such as accounts 312 and 314. However, the normal practice is to

16

detenriirie the average lives for each plant account by weighting the service lives

17

by the gross plant in service investment for each generating unit. The results of

18

Mr. Kelly’s unusual inethodologies were to understate the remaining lives for the

19

plant accounts and thus, overstate the depreciation expense and rates.

20

problems with Mr. Kelly’s analysis are described in greater detail in Mr. King’s

21

Direct Testimony.

The

22

According to Mr. Kelly in his Rebuttal Testimony, he used six separate

23

assumptions regarding useful lives to develop a dispersion of results and to infonn
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his judgment. The total service life assumptions appear to have been selected in

2

order to support shorter remaining lives than management expects and that it

3

reported to the RUS. For example, in a February 28, 201 1 letter to R7JS3 and in a

4

January 2011 Repoi-t, BMD projected that the Wilson unit would remain in

5

service life tlu-ougli the year 2051; equating to a 65 year total life. hi tlie January

6

201 1 Report, BMD states that Wilson “is in excellent condition for its age and

7

service requirements. Provided that operation and rnninterzance contirzzie as is,

8

this unit is estimated to be suitable for ongoing service throtiglz the year 2051 .”4

9

Despite Big Rivers’ management’s iiiteiit to operate the generating units

10

until their probable retirement dates and Big Rivers’ representations to the RTJS,

11

which were repeated in the BMD study, Mr. Kelly actually did not use a 65 year

12

life span for tlie Wilsoii unit. Instead, he claims to have assumed a wide variety

13

of service lives for the Wilson unit, ranging froin 57 to 65 years, and then used a

14

life span somewhere within this range in tlie calculation of depreciation rates.’ If

15

correct, this claim would result in a remaining service life of 33 to 41 years.

16

However, Mr. Kelly assumed that all gross plant investment in plant accounts 3 12

17

and 3 14 had a remaining life of only 28 years and the amount in account 3 13 had

18

a remaining life of only 30 years on average when combined with the other

19

production plant ainouiits in those accounts.

20

The gross plant in service costs for each of the Big Rivers power plants are

3 KIUC Cross Exam Exhibit 15 p. 5.

4 KIUC Cross Exam Exhibit 1.5, p. 1 1.
5 Kelly Rebuttal Testimony at pp“9-12.
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recorded in plant accounts. The depreciation rates were developed at the plant

2

account level in the depreciation study (Structures, Boiler Plant, Turbine, etc.).

3

Wilsoii should have the greatest effect on the remaining lives for each plant

4

account because it is the Coinpaiiy’s newest and most expensive generating unit

5

in absolute dollars aiid on a per inW basis. Wilson comprises approximately 60%

6

of the cost included in each plant account6

7

Despite Big Rivers’ inaiiageineiit’s estimate of a 65 year life for Wilson,

8

only two of the six studies cited by Mr. Kelly in his Rebuttal Testiinoiiy to

9

determine the remaining lives for each account reflected the proper service life of

10

65 years for Wilson, namely, studies #1 and #4. That is why the remaining

11

service lives computed in studies #1 and #4were longer than the remaining lives

12

used by Mr. Kelly for his proposed depreciation rates. The Table below coinpares

13

the assumed remaining useful lives used in the BMD Report (Column 1) to the

14

Kelly rebuttal testiinoiiy scenarios #1 and #4 (Columns 2 and 3, respectively),

15

which used the 65 year life for Wilson7

16

6 KIUC Cross Exam Exhibit 15.

7 Kelly Rebuttal Testimony at pp. 9-12.
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REMAINING SERVICE LIVES WEARS)*

1

Gross Plant

Account 3 11 -

(1)
Table ES-1
Remaining Life
Based On B&M
Judgment
(Actually Used In
Depreciation Study)

(2)
B&M Actual
Operating Hours
(Annual)
Remaining Life
Analysis #1 (Using
A 65 Year Total
Life For Wilson)

(3)
B&M Actual
Operating Hours
(Annual)
Remaining Life
Analysis #4, (Using
A 65 Year Total
Life For Wilson)

30

33.8

31.6

28

34.2

32.3

28

34.2

32.3

28

33.6

31.3

$124375.974
Account 3 12 $667,206,536
Account 3 12 A-K $574,184,346
Accoullt 3 14 $225,272,354
2

Q.

Are the problems with Mr. Kelly’s methodology limited to Wilson or do they
also affect the remaining lives for the other generating units reflected in the
average for each plant account?

A.

The problems affect the remaining service lives for the other generating units
reflected in each plant account. I focused on the Wilson unit as a point of

8 KlUC Cross Exam Exhibit 14 for Column (1); KIUC Cross Exam Exhibit 1.5 at p. 12 for Columns (2)
and (3).
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reference, but Mr. Kelly applied the same flawed methodology in his treatment of

2

the other Big Rivers’ generating units.’

3

computation of the average remaining lives for each plant account using the

4

Company’s life spaiis based on the Company’s probable retirement dates,

S

adjusted for interim retirements based on the same retirement iiifonnation used by

6

Mr. Kelly, and weighted these life spaiis based on the plant dollars for each

7

generating unit in each plant account. Mr. King presented his results in Schedule

8

4 of his Exhibit-(CWK-1)

9

Q.

attached to his Direct Testimony.

How did Mr. Kelly respond to KIUC’s criticism of the inconsistencies in the
remaining service lives used to generate proposed depreciation rates?

10
11

Mr. King developed a corrected

A.

In his Rebuttal Testimony, Mr. Kelly defended his analysis by stating:

12

[alrriving at the remaining lives used in B&M’s analysis required the use

13

of judgment. . .’910 ...”Many factors, both quantitative and qualitative, along

14

with the stibstnrztinl application of judgment went into determining the

1s

remaining useful lives of each production facility. The selection of the

16

ultimate remaining lives used to calculate Big Rivers’ final depreciation

17

rates required judgment, but.. .the selection was clearly not arbitrary.””

18

(emphasis added).

19

Q.

Do you agree with Mr. Kelly that the selection of remaining plant lives for

9 King Direct Testimony at pp. 8-9.

10 Kelly Rebuttal Testimony at p. 4.
11

z.
at p. 6.
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2

purposes of calculating depreciation rates requires judgment?

A.

Yes. However, tlie judgment inust be informed judgment based on a reasonable

3

assessment of the facts and inaiiageineiit’s intent, not a bias toward slioi-ter lives

4

and excessive depreciation rates. In addition, the basis for tlie analyst’s iiifoiined

5

judgment should be fully docuineiited in his testiiriony and workpapers. Yet, Mr.

6

Kelly did riot do so. He substituted his owii judginent iii place of the judgment of

7

the Big Rivers’ inaiiageinent regarding the useful life of the generating uiiits and

8

failed to explain, let aloiie justify, this departure froin inaiiageineiit’s intent. His

9

remaining lives also were substantially shorter than the useful lives that the

10

Coinpany’s inanageinent subinitted to RUS. Again, there was 110 explanation, let

11

alone justification, for this divergence.

12

Q.

Are there also flaws in Mr. Kelly’s attempt in his Rebuttal Testimony to

13

revise Mr. King’s depreciation rates for shorter remaining lives that the

14

Commission did not address in its November 17,2011 Order?

1s

A.

Yes. Mr. Kelly’s attempt to revise Mr. King’s depreciation rates suffers fioiri

16

several infinnities that render the so-called revisioiis ineritless. Mr. Kelly argued

17

that Mr. King should have coinputed his remaining lives as of December 3 1,

18

201 1, wliich would have reduced the reinaiiiing lives and brought them closer to

19

those used by Mr. Kelly. If correct, the revisions would have the effect of

20

increasing depreciation rates because the Big Rivers generating units were twenty

21

inonths older than they were on April 30, 2010 and thus, the remaining service

22

lives were twenty inonths less, all else equal.

23

As I noted in the Summary section of iny testiinony, Mr. King used the

Lane Kollen
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same study date as did Mr. Kelly, i.e., April 30, 2010. Mr. ICelly’s argument rests
on the simple premise that if Mr. King had used a December 3 1, 201 1 date to

estimate the reinaiiiiiig service lives, then the result would have been closer to the

4

remaining service lives developed by Mr. Kelly, who used the same April 30,

S

2010 study date. This argument is logically indefensible because it imposes a
different and later study date

011

Mr. King’s analysis to derive tlie reinaiiiiiig

service lives than Mr. Kelly used.
Mr. Kelly then compounded this error by failing to update the
9

accumulated depreciation frorri April 30, 2010 to December 31, 2011, thus

10

creating a inisinatch in the calculations of net plant and remaining service lives,

11

the two most important components in the equation used to develop the

12

depreciation rates. If the remaining lives are to be reduced by 20 or inore months

13

due to the passage of time through December 3 1, 201 1, then the net plant also

14

should by reduced to reflect the additional depreciation expense incurred and

1s

recovered during that same period. This mismatch is another analytical error that

16

should be considered by the Coininission in coiijunctioii with all tlie other errors

17

during the conduct of the BMD depreciation study.

18

Mr. Kelly also asserted that Mr. King’s analysis should be adjusted to a

19

mid-year date instead of assuining that each facility began operation on January 1

20

of the applicable year.

21

remaining lives and brought them closer to those used by Mr. Kelly. However,

22

Mr. Kelly cited no basis for tliis claim. To the contrary, Mr. King’s analysis

23

reflected a total life span for the Wilson unit of 65 years based on a probable

If correct, this adjustment would have reduced the
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retirement date of 2051 and an in-service date of 1986, both assumed to be mid-

2

year dates. If Mr. King had assumed that the unit began operation on January 1

3

and would be retired in mid-2051, then he would have used a total life span of

4

65.5 years, not 65 years. If Mr. King had assumed that the unit began operation

5

on January 1 and would be retired at year-end 2051, then he would have used a

6

total life span of 66 years, not 65 years.

7

Q.

Was Mr. Kelly able to justify the fact that he did not revise the accumulated

8

depreciation to December 31, 2011 in his attempt to revise Mr. King’s

9

analysis?

10

A.

No. At the hearing, Mr. Kelly initially wasn’t even sure whether lie had updated

11

the accumulated depreciation.

During Cross-examination at the hearing, the

12

following exchange took place between counsel for KIUC and Mr. Kelly:

13
14
15
16

Q.

You’ve updated the useful life and made it shorter, because it’s a
year and half later, but you haven’t updated the amount of
depreciation consumers have will have paid on the plants [through
201 11 because it is a year and half later?

17
18

A.

Okay ...I’ll have to check that, but I assume that would be
correct.,,’*

19

Subsequently during cross-examination, the following exchange between

20

counsel for KITJC and Mr. Kelly confirmed that indeed there was a mismatch:

21
22

Q.

You didn’t update the accumulated depreciation since your original
study date, did you?

23

A.

~ 0 . l ~

12 Video Transcript (7-27-1 1; 13:17:45 through 7-27-11; 13:18:07)
13 Video Transcript (7-27-1 1; 13120140 through 13:20:55)
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Q.

Did the Commission’s Order address Mr. Kelly’s attacks on the KIUC

2

analysis and the analytical errors in his criticisms and attempt to revise Mr.

3

King’s depreciation rates?

4

A.

arguments were analytically indefensible.

5
6

Q.

7
8
9

No. The Cominission’s Order did not address these attacks and the fact that his

Are there additional reasons to question the reliability of the depreciation
rates proposed by BMD and Big Rivers?

A.

Yes. The analytical errors in Mr. Kelly’s Rebuttal Testimony are simply more of
the same.

The BMD analysis has been plagued with problems from the

10

beginning, including serious computational errors. Prior to filing its Application,

11

Big Rivers invited KIUC to review the BMD analysis. In his review of the BMD

12

analysis on behalf of KITJC, Mr. King discovered that BMD had reversed the

13

positive and negative signs in its net salvage factors and failed to subtract reinoval

14

costs from the salvage proceeds to derive net salvage.I4 Correction of these two

15

errors reduced the proposed depreciation increase from $12 million to $4.33

16

million.

17

Additionally, in einails provided by Big Rivers in response to discovery,

18

Big Rivers’ managers repeatedly expressed fmstration and disappointment with

19

BMD’s failure to calculate reliable depreciation rates.I6 These einails show,

14 KIUC Cross Exam Exhibit 16 at p. 6.
1s &j.
16 KIUC Cross Exam Exhibit 16 at pp. 11-34
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1

among other things, that Big Rivers’ management had coiicerns that the total

2

service life used by BMD for the Wilson generating unit was too short because it

3

was less than the 65 years that they had determined was ~ o r r e c t . ’ ~
The evidence in this proceeding shows that the BMD analysis is

4
S

fiiiidameiitally flawed and unreliable.

6

decision on the depreciation rates developed by BMD and sponsored by Mr.

7

Kelly.

8

Q.

Does the KIUC depreciation analysis performed by Mr. King suffer from the
infirmities reflected in the various iterations of the B&M analysis?

9
10

The Commission sliould reverse its

A.

No, Mr. King’s depreciation study corrected the reiriaining service lives and used

11

the estimates developed by Big Rivers’ own management rather than substituting

12

his own judgment. Mr. King’s study also matched the remaining useful life and

13

accumulated depreciation at the April 30, 2010, the standard analytical approach

14

when perfoming a depreciation study.

1s

Q.

16
17

What do you propose the Commission do with respect to depreciation
expense in this Rehearing proceeding?

A.

I recommend that the Commission approve the depreciation rates sponsored by

18

Mr. King and addressed in his Direct Testimony.

19

shown on Revised Schedule 1 Exhibit

20

depreciation rates are based on Big River’s management’s determinations of the

21

remaining plant lives and are properly computed using an April 30, 2010 study

17 KIUC Cross Exam Exhibit 16 at p. 1.5.

These depreciation rates are

CWK-1 in column (2).

These
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date.

2

Q.

Does this conclude your testimony?

3

A.

Yes.

T

STATE!, OF GEORGIA

1

COUNTY OF FULTON

1

LANE KOLLEN, being duly sworn, deposes and states: that the attached is his
sworn testimony and that the statements contained are true and correct to the
best of his knowledge, information and belief

-

I

-

-.

Lane Kollen

Sworn to and subscribed before me on this
26th day of April 2012.
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Supplemental Rehearing Exhlbit-(LK-l)

Exhlblt(CWK-I.)
Schedule 1.

1

340 Idand
311 Structures
312 Boiler Plant
312 A-K Boiler Piant Env Compl
312 t - P Short-LiL Production Plant -Einvironmental
-3 12 V-Z Short-Life Production Plant -Other
314 Turbine
315 Fdectric Eqpt
316 MiscEqpt
341 C T - S t r U c h ~ s
342 CT Fuel Holders 64:Access.
343 CT Prime Movers
344 CT -Generators
345 CT Access. Elec. Eqpt.

-

-

-

Subtotd

475,968
124,375,974
667,206,536
574,184,346
3,208,938
868,755
225,212,354
60,355,72 1
3,014,912
154,233
1,436,912
4,915,866
1,102,964
3 17,726
1,666,891,222

Difference from Kuxc Recommendation
sources

-

(1) A 0 1-104 ”DeprecSummary 2010-12-16 FINAL.xls”
(2) Schedule 10
(3) Colt l)*Col(Z)
(4) & (5) AG 1-104 “DeprecSummary 2010-12-16PMALxls”

-

1.17%
1.54%
I .95%
19.31%
19.31%
1.54%
1.08%
3.77%
1.17%
9.10%
3.02%
0.50%
2.05%

1,456,976
10,248,087
11,206,160
619,761
167,788
3,459,508
654,448
113,706
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5 31
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